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Connecticut Avenue Streetscape and Deck-Over Project

OVERVIEW
The District Department of Transportation (DDOT) hosted an online project update and
comment period for the Connecticut Avenue Streetscape and Deck-Over project. Due
to restrictions related to COVID-19, the project team was unable to host a meeting in
person.
Dates: October 15-November 6, 2020
Location: Online via YouTube https://youtu.be/Klr7OTCT3bA

The project team posted a narrated presentation on the project website. For
accessibility, the narrated presentation included closed captioning in English and
Spanish. People could also download the presentation. The project team included a
survey for people to provide comments as well as demographic information to meet
the reporting requirements of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act.
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OUTREACH
COVID-19 limited in-person outreach. DDOT announced the online project update at
the Advisory Neighborhood Commission (ANC) 2B meeting. Using the project listserv,
the team sent out email blasts.
Outreach
ANC 2B Meeting
Project Update E-blast
Reminder E-Blast

Date
October 14, 2020
October 15, 2020
November 5, 2020

PARTICIPATION
Over 650 people visited the project website during the project update comment
period. The narrated presentation had 162 unique viewers on YouTube. Seventy-five
people completed the online survey.

Title VI Questionnaire
The project team included the optional Title IV questions at the end of the digital
survey. Almost 75% of the respondents identified as Caucasian. The largest age
demographic was 25-34 years old (28% of respondents) and 35-44 years old (27% of
respondents). Also, 40% of respondents live in Ward 2 and 92% primarily spoke English
at home.
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WHAT WE HEARD DURING THE PROJECT UPDATE
Since the project is in the 65% design phase, the questions on the survey were specific
to what people liked about the design elements and what they wanted to see
improved.

Protected Bicycle Lanes
Exist: There were 3 people that commented they were happy the
protected bike lanes exist as part of the project.
What people liked
about the
protected bike
lanes

What people
wanted to see
improved

Safety: 34 people commented they like that the bike lanes are
separate for motor vehicles and have protection. There were 14
comments that the protected bike lanes would make it safer to
bike and/or walk across the street.
Connectivity: Some people commented they like that the
protected bike lanes would connect to Columbia Road and the
proposed 20th Street lanes.
Wider: 22 people commented they wanted the bike lanes to be
wider. Some specified they should be 6.5 to 7 feet or at least
wide enough for two bikes to pass each other.
Elevate to Sidewalk: 4 people would like to see the protected
bike lane elevated to the same level as the sidewalk
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Barriers: 5 people would like to see more visible barriers. They
would like to see them taller.
Conflicts: There were comments related to conflicts. Some were
concerned about the interaction of people biking by the bus stop
and people walking to the bus stop. There were two comments
about ensuring loading/unloading does not happen in the bike
lane.
Additional Comments: 1 person wanted to know the snow
removal plan. Another wanted landscaping in the buffer.

Streetscape Improvements
What people liked
about the
streetscape
improvements

What people
wanted to see
improved

Greenery: 31 people had comments related to greenery. This
includes the three canopy, bioretention planters, and the low
impact development.
Sidewalks: 9 people commented they liked the wider sidewalks
and the pedestrian improvements.
Remove Travel Lane: People wanted to see travel lanes reduced
in number and width to make it safer. Some people would like to
see some of the travel lanes converted to bus-only lanes.
More Greenery: Some commenters would like to see more trees.
Once trees are planted they expressed they wanted the trees will
be maintained
Parking: There were two comments to remove parking. One
person commented to keep as much parking as possible.
Traffic Assessment: Two people requested a traffic impact study
on 19th Street NW.

Plaza Design
Public Seating: 17 people liked the outdoor seating including
being able to dine outside and places to congregate.
What people liked
about the plaza
design

Greenery: 24 people like the greenery including the shade.
Connectivity: 2 people commented they liked the project will
unify both sides of the street.
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No Car Access: 12 people wanted to see restricted access by all
vehicles.
Greenery: 7 people like the greenery including the shade. One
person commented that there are too many planters.
What people
wanted to see
improved

Ventilation: 4 people commented they would like to see the
ventilation hole removed or at least smaller.
Other: 2 people would like to see public restrooms. 1 person
commented they would like to see a play space for kids. 1 person
would like to see bike racks. Additionally, people would like to
see drinking fountains and light in the evening.

Other Comments
The survey allowed responders to include additional comments. Almost all the other
comments were people reemphasizing a comment to a previous question. Below are
other comments that where different from the other elements of the survey or
responses that were out of place in other parts of the survey.

Comments

Plaza Operations and Maintenance: One person would like to see
the farmer’s market expanded to more days per week using the
plaza. Two people raised concerns about the potential for the
space to become overnight sleeping for unhoused people. One
person wants to see the Dupont BID be responsible for
maintaining and programming the space.
Integrations with the Dupont Tree Plaza: 2 people commented
they would like to see the stormwater from the streetscape and
plaza be integrated with the Dupont Tree Plaza.

QUESTIONS RECEIVED VIA EMAIL WITH DDOT RESPONSES
DDOT received questions via email. Below are the questions and responses. The
emails are included in Appendix B with personal information redacted.
How many Connecticut Ave. parking spaces will be handicapped?
Response: The number and location of designated disabled parking spots will be
determined during the next design phase of the project. This is done through
coordination with the DDOT ADA team who assists with design considerations for any
Online Project Update Summary
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specific needs within the project limits once the proposed parking locations are
confirmed.
How will delivery and trash pickup for businesses between the north side of Dupont Circle and
S street be addressed?
Response: Deliveries to the businesses along Connecticut Ave will be expected to take
place in the available loading zones. The project is not proposing reducing or changing
loading zones in this area. However, it will be removing the standard parking along this
block. DDOT and the project team have been coordinating with the Dupont Circle BID
to assist with the coordination of the local business needs, particularly along this block
to promote appropriate usage of the proposed facilities.
How is Drainage being addressed?
Response: The curbless street area is graded to promote drainage. The low point in the
cross-section will be at the edge of the road, in some locations a valley gutter will be
provided to assist in the collection of runoff. Along this area, there are proposed catch
basins to collect stormwater runoff.
Will appropriate trees be planted so roots do not raise sidewalk pavers?
Response: The proposed paver sidewalk includes a concrete base layer. This layer will
inhibit tree roots from raising the proposed pavers similar to a concrete sidewalk.
How will you address tents being placed on this deck over plaza?
Response: The DDOT team is proposing and designing the space for the use of the
community and to provide a flexible space for public use. In the effort to design to
activate the space, efforts are made to discourage non-desired uses, however, they
cannot be fully prevented. As DDOT is not an enforcement agency, enforcing allowable
uses of public space will fall on other DC agencies including the Metropolitan Police
Department. Enforcement will be based on city policies and permitted uses of the
space.
How will mobility impaired and handicapped persons be addressed? Will they have to cross
bike paths and auto traffic?
Response: The design has been developed considering access for disabled people and
in accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act. When crossing the street, they
will need to cross the bike lanes as well as vehicular lanes similar to other pedestrians.
The proposed design does include shortened crossing distances at most intersection
crossings as well as expanded pedestrian refuges to assist with and make these crossing
safer.
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When will ADA be addressed?
Response: The design has been developed in accordance with the Americans with
Disabilities Act. This has been a consideration in all aspects of the design as it is one of
the project goals to prioritize accessibility for all individuals.
What I am concerned about though and would hope you would address, is the speed limit on
the curbless street. If the area is going to be a curbless street that leads into a plaza, 25 miles
per hour seems a bit too high for a pedestrian focused area that will undoubtedly have a lot of
pedestrians crossing the street. Has there been any discussion of lowering the limit to maybe
15 miles per hour or otherwise?
Response: DDOT has looked at speed limit options both with regards to safety and to
the requirements for a road such as Connecticut Avenue even in this special situation.
We are continuing to work with our traffic team to determine the best ways to meet the
needs of the area.

Also, DDOT received a letter from the Washington Area Bicyclist Association (WABA).
The letter is included in Appendix B. The specific concerns raised by WABA include:
•
•
•
•
•

Widening the bike lanes to 6.5-7 feet
Redesigning the intersections to prevent the right hook crashes
Creating a safer transition at the R Street NW intersection
Using a beveled or rounded curb design
Reconsidering the bus stop design

ADVISORY NEIGHBORHOOD COMMISSION (ANC)
DDOT received letters from the ANCs where the project is located. The letters are attached in
Appendix C.
ANC 1C voted 6-0-0 to support the project. They would like to see narrower lanes for motor
vehicles and wider protected bike lanes.
ANC 2B voted 8-0-0 to support the project. They requested DDOT narrow the road lane
widths, separate the bike lanes from the bus loading zone, expand the sidewalks, and allocate
space for loading zones. They would like DDOT to consider exploring ways to minimize the
visual impact of the ventilation hole and shade elements that take up less ground space. In
addition, the would like to see continued coordination with the Dupont Circle Business
Improvement District (BID).
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Comment ID

What do you like about the
protected bike lanes?

How would you improve the
protected bike lanes?

What do you like about the
streetscape improvements?

How would you improve the
streetscape improvements?

What do you like about the new
plaza design?

1

They are great

Nothing

Make sure plants are hardy and
seasonally resilient

It's great - let's just get it done ASAP! I love it - let's get it done ASAP!

2

Much safer—the only ones I'd use.

They look good!

Bioretention is great!

Good job.

3

That they are seperate

More visible barrier, bike hold at light Less traffic lanea

Bus lanes

N/A

More space for humans than
vehicles!

More greenery or shading.

N/A

Nice greenery

More seating, tables

N/A

N/A

I don't see why there are so many
There should be no car traffic allowed lanes preserved for car traffic overall.
in the plaza. I see opportunities for
More space needs to be giving to
cars to speed and hit pedestrians.
bicyclists and pedestrians over this
car traffic.

That they exist and that they're
protected

5

It should be made clearer for
pedestrians that they are not
supposed to walk in the protected
bike lanes. Part of this will be making
I like that the protected bike lanes are
sure that the sidewalks are wide
N/A
five feet, not four feet wide.
enough for a high volume of traffic,
but also perhaps, adding green
paint/some other indicator in the
protected bike lane for folks to see.

The center travel lanes going in both
directions should be made into a
N/A
dedicated bus lane.

6

Consider bollards along with the curb
I like that they were added. I like the
to really prevent cars pulling over the
curb protection - I've found this to be
Planted area
curb into the bike lane (yes, people
a successful configuration.
do this)

Remove lanes of travel for private
vehicles; add bus lanes and/or more
pedestrian space.

8

Separated from the rest of traffic

Firm non-plastic posts protecting the
lane from traffic

They will make it safer and easier for
N/A
cyclists to traverse this area

LOVE the pedestrian safety
improvements

N/A

If you have any additional
comments, we would love to hear
from you.

N/A

4

7

Wider and fewer chances for cars to
block them

How would you improve the new
plaza design?

Public seating is so essential!! This
should be a place for comfort and
relaxation. Places to actually sit are
so important.

If there isn't, there should be a
suicide net/grate to make sure that
people cannot scale/fall/trip/purposely N/A
get into the hole in the middle of the
plaza leading to the underpass.

Add a public restroom and drinking
fountains.

I think this project design is headed in
the right direction. I am 32 and hope
to see it completed in my lifetime.

Addition of trees for shade

N/A

Lots of greenery and open space.
Ensure that "central pedestrian
LOVE that it is a curbless street,
crossing" is raised to ensure cars
which will ideally slow down vehicles,
slow for people crossing.
and has chicanes built into the design

Bus lanes! I would love to see the offpeak parking lane turned into full-time
bus lanes. The avenue is particularly
clogged during peak transit times,
and buses are often caught in traffic
with private cars. Barrier-separated
bus lanes would go a long way to
reducing wait times and making the
bus more competitive with private
cars, helping DC reach its
sustainability goals.

Improved, more environmentally
responsible infrastructure

Synchronize the Florida/Connecticut
and S/Connecticut pedestrian
crossings. Right now it's very difficult
to cross northbound because the
second (Florida) walk signal expires
almost immediately after the first (S)
walk signal begins.

Visually appealing greenery and new
N/A
gathering space

N/A
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How would you improve the
protected bike lanes?

What do you like about the
streetscape improvements?

How would you improve the
streetscape improvements?

What do you like about the new
plaza design?

How would you improve the new
plaza design?

If you have any additional
comments, we would love to hear
from you.

Comment ID

What do you like about the
protected bike lanes?

9

Nothing, unless you devise a way to
enforce that bicyclists USE these
lanes and stay off of pedestrian
sections of the sidewalk. The idea of
bicyclists mixing with pedestrians at
the bus stops shows DDOT's
continued favoring of bicyclists over
pedestrians.

Enhanced safety for pedestrians -How will you enforce that bicyclists
Will bicyclists observe traffic signals
use the lanes provided for them and
and allow pedestrians to cross
stay off of the pedestrian sidewalk
Water retention plans for tree boxes. without fear of being struck by a
space? The plan prioritizes bicyclists
bicycle? The plan for bicyclists
and does nothing to mitigate the
mixing with pedestrians at the bust
threat of bicyclists to pedestrians
stop(s) needs rethinking.

Unifies the two sides of the street.

The mixed use lanes -- this will be like
what is in use at the SW Waterfront?
I find that unnerving. It seems like
Like so many other DDOT plans, this
there will be more vehicular traffic on one appears to favor bicyclists over
Conn Ave than there is @ waterfront. pedestrians.
And the buses will pass through
here?

10

Love, love, love the protected bike
lanes and that they connect to
Columbia road.

Ensure that they connect to 21st St,
Q St and R St safely

11

Nothing, unless you devise a way to
enforce that bicyclists USE these
lanes and stay off of pedestrian
sections of the sidewalk. The idea of
N/A
bicyclists mixing with pedestrians at
the bus stops shows DDOT's
continued favoring of bicyclists over
pedestrian

Love the bio retention planters and
the retention of the existing trees

Even more trees

N/A

Even more trees

N/A

N/A

N/A

Ability to cross CT Avenue mid-block

Replace the big hole with a smaller
one and a fan

N/A

I’d love to make sure that delivery
trucks don’t jump the barricade to get Looks good
in the bike lane

12

Everything

13

They're way too narrow. 5' is an
absolute minimum bike lane width
that is inappropriate for a major
corridor like Connecticut. Luckily,
DDOT has extra width to work with
because the travel lanes should be
10' wide, not 11' (11' lanes have been
proven to decrease safety by
I like that they're curb-protected and encouraging high driving speeds; see
that they're one-way on each side (as https://www.bloomberg.com/news/arti N/A
opposed to a two-way cycletrack)
cles/2014-10-06/why-12-foot-trafficlanes-are-disastrous-for-safety-andmust-be-replaced-now). Take 1' from
each travel lane to make it a 7' bike
lane with a 4' buffer on each side.
Also, DDOT should prioritize building
proper protected intersections here
given the high traffic volumes and
speeds on Connecticut.

14

N/A

width should accommodate two sidetrees form barrier between bike lane
by-side riders; raise level to sidewalk
and sidewalk
height

I’d suggest streetlamps that have a
Those spaces currently feel like dead
cap at the top to reduce light pollution
space where you’re just waiting for a N/A
and light spilling needlessly up, when
car to jump the curb.
it’s only needed below.

I bicycle to work down Connecticut
and the affected stretch is always a
dangerous section. The aggressive
drivers who are angling to get past
Florida are particularly troubling.

N/A

N/A

N/A

I also would like to see the bike lanes
bend into the sidewalk area at bus
stops, creating an island for the bus
shelter and boarding zone. That way
bus passengers do not step onto or
off the bus into bike traffic. Ideally, the
bike lanes would be at sidewalk level
throughout the corridor, but I'm
cognizant that budget may not allow
for this safety feature.

N/A

Deck is overdue

fear takeover by homeless tents;
provide spaces for food trucks? Do
N/A
planter prevent this space from being
used by farmers market?
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What do you like about the
protected bike lanes?

Comment ID

How would you improve the
protected bike lanes?

15

N/A

16

Love them. It's such a big road with
busy traffic, and there's no really
Get rid of the hill. :) Just kidding, no
good alternative if you're headed this suggestions.
way.

17

18

I feel safer riding a bike.

They are important for safety
reasons.

N/A

What do you like about the
streetscape improvements?

N/A

It looks like basically more planters?
I'm not seeing a lot of change.

Raise the protected bike lanes to the
grade of the sidewalk, so when riding
a bike one is a fast-moving
N/A
pedestrian rather than when on the
street a cyclist is a slow-moving car.

NA

19

N/A

N/A

20

Safely separated from traffic and has
Nothing
tree cover

21

Protected bike lanes make all the
difference in the world. They
guarantee a separation between
motorized vehicles and bikes that, to
me, make the difference between
bikes being a viable method of
transportation or not.

They look very nice.

How would you improve the
streetscape improvements?

N/A

What do you like about the new
plaza design?

N/A

How would you improve the new
plaza design?

If you have any additional
comments, we would love to hear
from you.

What will be done to prevent this
plaza from being transformed into a
homeless encampment as soon as
N/A
it’s finished? Had thought been given
to incorporating features that
discourage camping?

N/A

The amount of green, and especially
No immediate suggestions.
the trees.

Really excited about this project, and
happy to see the connection to the R
Street and 20/21st street bike lanes. I
can't tell how well it connects from the
Q street bike lane, so I hope that
connection is easy as well.

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

I like the seating and greenery.

Public toilets need to be added to this
project. It is intended to bring more
people to this are, possibly for long
N/A
periods of time. What are the plans
to accommodate their needs for
bathroom facilities?

NA

N/A

There needs to be a traffic
assessment of 19th Street NW

N/A

19th Street is a residential street
area. Please do a traffic assessment
I would like a traffic assessment done
that includes 19th Street so that the
that includes 19th Street NW.
neighborhood isn't negatively
impacted.

Great improve the street

Nothing

Nice use of space

More greenery less hardscape

Include lots of trees

Everything about it looks amazing. If I
had to pick one aspect I really like
It looks fantastic as it is. More of them
N/A
though, it'd be the seating area. I love should be done throughout the city.
the wooden benches.

I would elevate them to the level of
the sidewalk, as seen in cities such as Everything!
Berlin and Amsterdam

N/A
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Comment ID

22

What do you like about the
protected bike lanes?

How would you improve the
protected bike lanes?

They're nice but what happens to the Why is this project making bike lanes
They're okay.
traffic diverted onto 19th Street?
the top priority above all others?

23

I like that the bike lanes are on both
sides of the street and protected.

24

they provide safety, give needed
space between cyclists, parked cars, raise the bike lanes to further
TNCs, buses, and motorists, and
distinguish and separate the lane
make commuting more comfortable.

25

26

What do you like about the
streetscape improvements?

I love the concrete curbs and large
buffer area between the bike lane
and traffic!

N/A

Include 19th Street in your study.

What do you like about the new
plaza design?

Nice

How would you improve the new
plaza design?

If you have any additional
comments, we would love to hear
from you.

I went to the community meeting. I
asked DDOT to come up with a plan
to prevent traffic trying to avoid the
cut-over from using 19th Street. You
assured me you would come up with
a plan to do that. At the recent
Dupont Circle ANC meeting you said
Prevent 19th Street from becoming
your study didn't (and presumably
the default thoroughfare. This project
won't) look at adverse effects of 19th
will cause traffic to use 19th Street.
Street which is only a block away. I
DDOT and MPD does nothing to
spoke publicly and in side
enforce existing regulations
conversations about 19th Street. So
prohibiting deliver trucks from using
did my neighbors. Why are you
19th Street.
ignoring our comments? I heard
during construction of the project,
street parking will be prohibited on
19th Street. It seems to me you are
doing everything for people who want
bike lanes but not even studying the
questions about 19th Street.

I like the curb bump outs. I like the
safer California/Columbia/Connecticut
intersection. I like the added bike
racks by the Walgreens. I like the
widened sidewalk at California. I like
the all the additional roadway barriers
preventing U Turns. I like the deck
over.

I would widen sidewalks on both sides
south of Florida. I would add lighting
to the triangle above McClellan park
N/A
and adjoining crossings. I would add
a bike share station. Near McClellan
park or by Taft Bridge.

N/A

provide pedestrians, cyclists, and
vulnerable commuters safety and
design enhancements

add more opportunities to linger and
gather

Curbless street and landscaping

benches with backs, more protection
from the elements, tables/spaces to N/A
eat, flexible seating, more lighting

love all the trees and sitting space

needs more aggressive traffic
calming for the road to function as a
shared space. Why allow anything
more than buses and the occasional
truck into this space at all?

5' is not wide enough for a
comfortable and high-capacity bike
lane. For a brand new capital project
on a major retail corridor, 7' should
I love the trees & wide sidewalks
be the minimum bike lane width.
Narrow the driving lanes to 10' to give
more space to bicyclists to pass, ride
side by side, and for larger bikes.

Please try to widen them beyond 5
I like that they are separated from the
feet to 6 or 7 feet; perhaps the car
car lanes
lanes could be narrowed?

How would you improve the
streetscape improvements?

I like the addition of trees and
planters

N/A

Please consider making the curbs
have a 45 degree (rather tha 90
degree) angle, where they are next to
I like the planters and benches
the bike lanes because this is much
safer for bicyclists (to avoid pedal
strikes against the curb)

A bike share station north of T south
of the Taft bridge would be great to
incorporate into the plan.

Thanks for listening to the community
and adding protected bike lanes to
the design! We need to be foreward
thinking in this design and not just
design for the bare minimum of what
fits. Wider bike lanes are a must.

I worry that that service lane at same
level as pedestrian zones creates
hazards for pedestrians; is there any N/A
way to block vehicular traffic (except
for delivery to the stores)?
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What do you like about the
protected bike lanes?

Comment ID

How would you improve the
protected bike lanes?

What do you like about the
streetscape improvements?

27

they exist.

make them wider. 5 feet is good if
they're unobstructed, but debris and
leaves and slower riders will quickly
Stormwater & bioretention
reduce that. (Does DC even have
improvements
sweepers that can clear a space that
narrow yet?)

28

I am very happy that DDOT added
protected bike lanes to this project.
Curb-protected bike lanes will make it
much safer to bike in this corridor,
and therefore enable more people to
travel to, from, or within this area. I
rely on bikes to visit local businesses
and look forward to these protected
bike lanes.

Though not part of this project, the
protected bike lanes should extend
for the length of Connecticut Avenue
to Maryland. There is no safe,
convenient bike route from Dupont
Circle to Cleveland Park and further
points north.

I support the streetscape
improvements and look forward to
them.

How would you improve the
streetscape improvements?

What do you like about the new
plaza design?

drop a lane and narrow the
remainder — Conn. Ave is only 4
lanes north of California, why are we
keeping more here? — in order to
widen the bike lanes, planters, and
More green! More trees! More?
sidewalks and make Connecticut
places to sit?
Avenue a street for _people_ and not
just a throughway for commuter
drivers unwilling to use the Red Line
directly below it.

How would you improve the new
plaza design?

If you have any additional
comments, we would love to hear
from you.

I hope that DDOT or DPW will be
responsible for and will actually carry
out clearing snow and debris from the
bike lanes and from the _entirety_ of
Remove the vestigial roadways. Just
the plaza, not just the automotive
close the block. Drivers can go down
lanes.
20th or take Q to 19 or 18th if they
need to reach the circle. (I know
I know that someone at the 2B
someone raised the issue of
meeting raised the question of people
'deliveries' during the ANC2B meeting
without homes camping on the plaza.
— while drop-offs for accessibility
I hope DDOT takes the opportunity to
issues are a different matter, vendors
work with DCBID and partners in
and delivery drivers can park on Q or
other agencies to create a publicly19th and use a hand-truck... Thus, I
accessible restroom facility on the
would suggest that access through
plaza or nearby, and to _avoid_ as
the Plaza be limited to transit and
much as possible so-called
emergency vehicles, or even
"defensive" architecture, which is
rerouting the 42 and D2 and small
actually *offensive*.
handful of intercity buses and limiting
the plaza roadway to emergency
DPW apparently currently doesn't
vehicles and direct dropoffs at
have the right equipment to sweep
businesses on the block.)
and plow 5-foot bike lanes. We can
hope they get the funding to acquire,
maintain, and operate such
equipment, or we can provide spaces
I support this project but I am
disappointed by how long this and
other projects take to implement. I
would encourage DDOT to continue
to find ways to implement changes
quickly that improve pedestrian,
cyclist, and motorist safety. That way,
safety can be improved within weeks
or months, rather than years.

Crosswalks should be as short as
possible. The proposed crosswalks at
I support the additional seating and
Florida and Connecticut run
planters.
diagonally, making them longer and
therefore less safe.

None, it looks great.

Add more greenery, flowers, bushes,
Love the greenery and fountain
etc.

PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE do not
divert traffic onto 19th Street. It is a
I would add more outdoor seating for quiet, small residential street with lots
restaurants--it would be great to have of children living on it. It is not
more outdoor restaurant seating
designed for much traffic and
diverting traffic onto 19th street would
ruin the neighborhood feel
More trees for shade

29

I am in favor of bike lanes and think
they should be put on all streets
throughout the city

not sure

30

Protection from traffic

Make sure loading vehicles don't
That it allows a place for people to
have a place to block entrances/exits congregate and enjoy all the
of bike lanes
restaurants near the circle

Offer seating

N/A

Protect them from the sidewalk with
vegetation.

Get rid of all vehicle traffic in off peak
hours. Make it
pedestrian/bicycle/metrobus only
N/A
during off-peak hours and all
weekend.

Include plans for a small coffee shop
truck or small vendor that could be on N/A
a rotating schedule.

They're the best, safest way to
accommodate cycling.

Not sure about the parking on the
side of them, even if it is off peak.
Dooring is a real safety concern for
Benches, bike racks, trees all
cyclists and drivers/passengers might welcome
be at risk walking through the lane to
park.

N/A

N/A

31

32

I like there are more trees

N/A

A nice place to congregate

Nice to see lots of green

N/A

N/A
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Comment ID

33

What do you like about the
protected bike lanes?

Out of the door zone of parking. Will
feel safe with kids on bike.

How would you improve the
protected bike lanes?

Protected intersections

What do you like about the
streetscape improvements?

Planting areas

Please consider protected
intersections for the bike lane, the
current intersections have very long
unprotected crossing sections for
cyclists. This will result in turning cars
not respecting the right of way of
cyclists, which will be intimidating to
inexperienced cyclists and
dangerous. Intersections are by far
the most dangerous place on the
road, where more than half of all
traffic crashes occur, so it is critical to
N/A
get them right. Please look at the
example of Dutch intersections, which
provide concrete curb extensions that
put waiting cyclists and pedestrians
well ahead of waiting motorists to
increase visibility and assert bikes'
and walkers' right of way over turning
vehicles. In addition, the car travel
lanes should be narrowed from 11' to
10', to discourage speeding. At least
two of the lanes should be narrowed,
with the possibility of a 11' curbside
lane to allow for buses, and that
I wish the parking on CT ave was
permanent, so it would provide an
The seem fine
additional buffer for bikers and
pedestrians from traffic.

How would you improve the
streetscape improvements?

What do you like about the new
plaza design?

How would you improve the new
plaza design?

If you have any additional
comments, we would love to hear
from you.

Add seating facing each other. This is
OK for two people, but any larger and N/A
you’re facing away from each other.

N/A

Trees

N/A

Shade trees, places to sit, clear
design cues that this is a place for
people, not cars

The seem fine

The greenery

better mark bike routes

N/A

Public seating

Install ventilation fans and reduce
opening size

Eliminate right turn lane at S Street
west of Connecticut and provide
bump-outs.

Create room for outdoor dining at
restaurants.

N/A

34

A solid curb to deter cars from
entering the lane

35

I like that they exist and do have a
curb for protection.

36

Interconnection with Columbia
Avenue and R, Q and 20th streets

Widen them by reducing the width of
vehicular travel lanes

Improved environment for
pedestrians

Eliminate parking on plaza service
lane while retaining bus stops and
loading zones

37

Wide curb and riding with traffic

Taller barriers and wider lanes for
passing

Trees and benches

More trees, less traffic lanes, trees in
Shaded areas, seating, tables
a median

38

good wide curbs

Intersections in general, but
especially connections to R and Q
bike lanes need work - not clear at all
how riders will be protected crossing
connecticut and getting onto the bike wide sidewalks, bike racks, benches
lanes on the other side. Also the
safe/intended path for someone on a
bike from SB columbia to SB CT
needs to be clearer.

39

Curbs are great and essential for
encouraging use by lots of ages and I would feel safer if the barriers were
abilities. Otherwise no way an 8 or 80 higher and the mobility/bike lanes
year old would use a mobility lane
were sidewalk height.
next to 3 lanes of car traffic.

Additional trees look great.

Create a dedicated bus lane in each
direction to prioritize equity.

All of the planters look great.

Add more shade trees. And perhaps
a sculpture or fountain.

N/A

40

Make them wider to allow for safe
The 3 foot curb with concrete barriers passing and avoidance of
obstacles/debri

Trees look nice

Wider sidewalks

Greenery and all the places to sit

No car access

3 travel lanes in each direction seems
excessive.

This would be a huge improvement
on the current setup. There's an
opportunity here with a big wide road
like that the curbless street has
car travel lanes look to be a bit wide
the hole seems like it takes away
to try something new (for DC) like
ramps at the entrance. Would
(do we need 3 11' lanes?) and curb
from the sense of being away from
protected intersection designs,
suggest that these look like speed
bump-outs are great but please make
the CT ave traffic... will it be quiet? or especially as a couple of the
bumps and that there's "bumpy" road
sure there's room for a full bike lane
will people hanging there still hear
crossings look kind of tough at the
surface to remind drivers to drive
width in there - especially on R
trucks roaring underneath them?
moment. Making sure people on
slowly
bikes feel safe navigating these
intersections is key to getting lots of
different people to use these.
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Comment ID

What do you like about the
protected bike lanes?

How would you improve the
protected bike lanes?

What do you like about the
streetscape improvements?

How would you improve the
streetscape improvements?

What do you like about the new
plaza design?

How would you improve the new
plaza design?

If you have any additional
comments, we would love to hear
from you.

that they 5 ft wide and protected by
concrete

ensure that parking car passengers
are prevented from walking across
the bike lanes. put up some taller
much nicer look.
barrier between parking cars and bike
lane also ensuring that cyclists arent
doored by parking cars

give more room from sidewalk and
reduce lanes of cars to 2. the reality
is 3 lanes of traffic encourages
speeding running red lights and
pedestrian and cyclist deaths

I think it's great you r doing this but
seriously think about a reduction of a
lane on each side for e transport.
More people are using scooters and
bikes. taking out a lane for cars and
ensure adequate seating inside plaza
it's very beautiful and it has the ability
dedicating it to e transport is the wave
and also ensure plants will not just be
to reduce runoff from rain
of the future and ensures adequate
left to die after initial installation
infrastructure to support this
burgeoning sector. Also reducing the
lanes reduces speeding red light
running and pedestrian and cyclist
deaths and injuries.

42

It is nice that you have them in the
plan!

They need to be 7-8 feet wide some
bicycles can pass one another. Also,
it would be good to have bus islands
at bus stops. Separation from traffic The sidewalk is wider than before.
might be better with some vegitation
(trees?) between cycle path and
road.

With wider sidewalk and bike paths,
pedestrians could be even further
separated from traffic.

I like that it is separated from the
main traffic on Conn.

43

I like the fact that they traverse
greenery. It'll be scenic to bike on
these lanes!

I would love to see more protection at
intersections. It's always tough with
It's a nice way of blending together
cars making right turns; so anything vehicle traffic, foot traffic, and bike
to make sure that there's more safety traffic. Elegant design.
at intersections would be great.

I think 5' is pretty tight for bike lanes. It's very European-esque! It'll give
Giving bikes more breathability (6'-7') people a lot of space to hang out and N/A
would be ideal.
enjoy the city scenes.

44

They provide a connection that will be I would route the PBLs behind
usable for all ages and abilities. Well (building side) bus stops, especially
done!
for bus stops that see a lot of use.

45

I support the protected bike lanes

I would increase the size of the
sidewalks and the planted area to
provide more space for pedestrians
and avoid mixing bicyclists with
walkers.

Curb separation; shade from trees

More attention to intersections,
transitions between bike facilities

41

46

47

That the exist.

5' seems more narrow than is
standard. This will be difficult for
passing and for larger bikes (e.g.,
cargo, trailers with children).

Will the curbless street carry cars or
trucks. I hope not.

N/A

N/A

Everything. Nice job.

Maybe add a fixit stand? (Bike repair
Everything.
stand)

The space between the vent and the
circle could be used to create some Seriously, great job. Thank you
cool, covered, secure bike parking.

Adding bicycle lanes.

I would reduce the lane width and the
number of lanes to reduce the
sitting areas
amount of space pedestrians have to
cross.

I would like to make sure there is
sufficient trashcans.

Please install bulb outs on the
intersections to reduce the amount of
space pedestrians have to cross on
an extremely busy road.

N/A

Narrow the travels lanes to provide
more room for greenscape

Shaded areas

Not just seating, but seating that
creates interactions -- with other
pedestrians, and with streetscape
activity

N/A

This looks great! A big improvement
for the neighborhood.

1. Although the facility is on Conn
Ave, once it reaches Columbia Rd
(northbound), it turns eastward; and
there appears to be no available
transition for people on bikes
continuing north(west) on Conn.
I'm concerned about sharing the
2. I'd like the curb protection on the
plaza with motor vehicles traveling on bike facility to continue a little ways
the same level.
upon reaching Columbia Rd. As
shown in the 65% plan, the protected
lane ends just as the roadway
narrows (north of the Hilton), and that
could squeeze people on bikes
already pretty vulnerable after
climbing that hill.

N/A

The large width of vehicles lanes is
likely to encourage speeding.
Narrower lanes will control driver
behavior: this is a neighborhood, not
a highway.
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Comment ID

What do you like about the
protected bike lanes?

How would you improve the
protected bike lanes?

What do you like about the
streetscape improvements?

How would you improve the
streetscape improvements?

What do you like about the new
plaza design?

How would you improve the new
plaza design?

If you have any additional
comments, we would love to hear
from you.

none

Car drivers are not given preference
in this design.

Leave cars out of the plaza entirely.
A pedestrian street would be most
desirable.

N/A

There will be some cyclists who will
continue north on Connecticut
Avenue rather than turning east on
Columbia road. It is no clear what
Overall, this is a very thoughtful
they are supposed to do, and it will
design that will greatly increase the
likely involve crossing one traffic lane
safety and desirability of cycling on
and merging with another. How bikes
this road. I agree that having two one- can do this safely should be studied
N/A
way PBLs makes the most sense, as in more detail. Similarly, some bikes
does connecting them to existing or will continue south to the plaza rather
planned infrastructure on Columbia
than turning onto 20th street. They
and 20th Street.
should not need to merge with traffic
for this one block. Finally, it is not
clear how wide the two-way PBL will
be for the block that it exists. It should
be at least 8 feet wide.

N/A

Love it! Would add some benches
too, and bike parking.

N/A

N/A

50

That they are protected from
vehicles.

Wider lanes to accommodate side by
Protected bike lanes
side riding/passing

Narrow vehicular travel lanes by 6
inches to provide more space to
protected bike lanes. Narrowing travel Lots of seating
lanes reduces speeds and increases
safety for those not in vehicles.

N/A

N/A

51

I like that they’re fully separated and
protected!

Grade separation would be nice but
Less space for cars, more space for
it’s fine. Also- make sure they are fully
pedestrians.
ready to extend north and south.

Go farther. Wider sidewalks. Take
away another lane from cars.

Replicating it along other blocks of
Conn Ave!

I support this project. It will bring life
to Dupont’s commercial corridor.

52

They are protected by a curb.

Make them wider so two bikes can
easily ride side by side. You’re
providing multiple lanes for cars,
seems fair to do it for bikes.

Take away more car lanes and make
the lanes narrower. Still seems to be
designed like an interstate for
The planters
Maryland drivers and not a city street
for district residents.

Reduce the size and prominence of
the vent

N/A

53

Curb protected bike lanes on a major
throuhfare like Connecticut Ave are a
great way to enhance mobility in the
city, and make the streets safer for
drivers, pedestrians, and cyclists

Ideally would like a way to avoid
conflict between the bus stops and
N/A
the bike lanes, and to make left turns
easier for cyclists.

Don't see a need for off-peak parking.
N/A
Would prefer dedicated bus lanes.

N/A

N/A

N/A

i'm concerned about the connection
from SW-bound Columbia Rd to
Connecticut Ave. There needs to be
a bike-box there so left-turns from
Columbia to Connecticut don't conflict
with right-turns and throughmovements from the right-most
vehicular lane.

48

People on bikes are protected from
cars swerving into their lane.

49

54

awesome!

Is snow removal possible in the bike
lane with this system?

ensure physical barriers stronger
than flex posts

N/A

Protected bike lanes.

sidwalk there on the east side is
currently quite narrow. love that
they're being widened

not sure

Curbless street

love it, all of it.
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What do you like about the
protected bike lanes?

Comment ID

55

Physical, hard barriers between the
car lane and the bike lane

How would you improve the
protected bike lanes?

The lane barriers could be taller to
prevent willful drive-overs by cars; the
preservation of trees, bioretention
lanes should be narrow enough to
planters
prevent vehicles from entering the
lane.

56

I feel safer biking on them, especially
More of them!
on a road like CT Ave,

57

N/A

58

Move to 20th Street

What do you like about the
streetscape improvements?

Trapping cyclists between curbs in
case of an obstruction is very
dangerous

How would you improve the
streetscape improvements?

What do you like about the new
plaza design?

How would you improve the new
plaza design?

raise the cycle track to the level of the
motor vehicle traffic can be heavy on
sidewalk to enhance separation from integrated seating and plant features
the block, how will pedestrians be
N/A
car lanes and prevent willful
for shade
given priority in the space?
incursions

Better pedestrian experience

N/A

Huge fan!

I'm concerned about influx of
homeless making it less attractive to
other users. However, I also
recognize that the District isn't doing
enough for the homeless.

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

• Based on the use of the new 14th
Street bike lanes, we don’t believe the
Connecticut Avenue bike lanes will be
used. Please move the bike lane to
20th Street, which will make space for
wider sidewalks for outdoor cafes on
Connecticut Avenue. • Bump outs
pinch traffic and prevent commerce.
This feature is not needed anywhere
along Connecticut Avenue because
side streets along the 1500-1800
blocks are mostly commercial, not
Wider sidewalks are needed; not bike
London Pavers are great!
residential. Please remove all bump
lanes on Conn Ave
outs. • The Plaza is designed with
too many planters, which will limit the
use of that multi-use space. Please
remove half of them. Shade can be
provided by umbrellas, canopies, and
scrims. • The rocks around the plaza
are not moveable. Please change
them to bollards that can be removed
for load-in/out for events. • The finish
for the bioretention ponds should be
granite, not brushed concrete.
• Please replace the permeable
Reduce the number of trees that may
I would keep with what is proposed at
The increase in streetscape
have a growth pattern of limbs
this time to mitigate impacting other
specifically LIDs concern me in
growing out into travel spaces current features of the project in this
regards to frequency of maintenance especially at intersection - creating a
corridor
sight vision problem

59

Their integration into existing bike
lanes which enhance cyclist safe
travel beyond the project site

60

5' is not wide enough for protected
bike lanes in a high demand area. 6.5
or 7' is preferred. Intersections will
They exist in this plan, long overdue
New trees, bio storm water retention
be dangerous for bicyclists due to
in a city trying to achieve Vision Zero
areas, better for the environment
poor visibility and no protection
within 20 years
AND for hot DC summers
against right turning vehicles.
Improvements to slow turning drivers
needed.

61

There has to be a way of cyclists to
make their way north of California
Street towards the bridge over Rock
Creek safely.

If you have any additional
comments, we would love to hear
from you.

N/A

Please make sure buses can still
easily get through CT near the plaza.
And add more CaBi docks!

N/A
• Based on the use of the new 14th
Street bike lanes, we don’t believe the
Connecticut Avenue bike lanes will be
used. Please move the bike lane to
20th Street, which will make space for
wider sidewalks for outdoor cafes on
Connecticut Avenue.

N/A

Too many tree, use umbelas for
shade, get rid of boulders and
replace with movable bollards

• Bump outs pinch traffic and prevent
commerce. This feature is not
needed anywhere along Connecticut
Avenue because side streets along
the 1500-1800 blocks are mostly
commercial, not residential. Please
remove all bump outs.
• The Plaza is designed with too
many planters, which will limit the use
of that multi-use space. Please
remove half of them. Shade can be
provided by umbrellas, canopies, and
scrims.
• The rocks around the plaza are not
moveable. Please change them to

Ease of safe crossing from one side
of the street to another - make
furnishing have a divider in them to
discourage homeless individuals from
sleeping on them

I feel you have integrated 70% or
more of the concerns of the public I
would not make any additional
changes

Plenty of greenery and space to sit
outdoors

N/A

N/A

This level of design integrating many
concerns from residents - businesses
is excellent

Better bike connections at the north
and south ends of the protected bike
lanes...
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Comment ID

What do you like about the
protected bike lanes?

How would you improve the
protected bike lanes?

What do you like about the
streetscape improvements?

How would you improve the
streetscape improvements?

What do you like about the new
plaza design?

How would you improve the new
plaza design?

If you have any additional
comments, we would love to hear
from you.

62

there are protected bike lanes! woo
hoo!

I agree with WABA's feedback: 5' is
not wide enough for protected bike
lanes in a high demand area. 6.5 or
7' is preferred. Intersections will be
dangerous for bicyclists due to poor
visibility and no protection against
N/A
right turning vehicles. Improvements
to slow turning drivers needed. R st.
intersection needs a better plan for 2way -> 1-way protected bike lanes to
link to 20th St. A protected
intersection solves the problem.

63

Continuity w/ the 20th street bike
lanes and northern (columbia road)
lanes. Could also use better right turn
protection throughout, particularly at
R street.

They could be wider, perhaps 7 feet.
Would also like to see better
Increased tree cover, planters, and
integration with the deckover area
bicycle facilities
toward the circle (shared lane
markers of some sort)

64

I like the bike lanes! Thanks for
adding.

It's not clear whether the bike lanes
are at sidewalk level or street level street level is better to discourage
pedestrians from using them. Also, 5'
is on the narrow side, 6.5'-7' would be
better - which would also make the
driving lanes narrower and slow down
the cars, which currently go way too
fast on CT. Finally, the intersection of
CT and FL is crazy unsafe right now Big improvements! I like the new
for pedestrians and bicyclists - the
plaza and the bioretention planters
curb bump-outs in the design are an
improvement but not enough. The
southbound right turn from CT to FL
is the worst spot, and really needs a
couple raised corner islands to
protect the cyclists and pedestrians
and force drivers to slow down for a
sharper turn, the current turn is way
too wide.

If the sidewalk could be a little wider
along CT that would also help, it's
quite narrow now

I don't love the oval planters - I think
this is a really inefficient use of space
and not conducive to people using
the space. I think the space could be
Absolutely support the project going
Love the new plaza! Best part of the both more aesthetic and allow more
forward! Looking forward to the new
project
functional use of the space with
plaza and the protected bike lanes
something that doesn't use up so
much space on curved edges that are
just filled in with flowers in the middle.
Not a great landscape design.

65

Barriers between bikes and cars

Make it wider

Flower planters

Seating integrated with flower
planters

66

Raised at certain places; protected

Make them wider to a standard
size—too narrow

Trees

More tree canopy

N/A

N/A

More parking than is absolutely
necessary, i'd prefer to see expanded Curbless design is great.
loading / bus zones and bike lanes.

More landscaping and traffic calming Seating, trees

N/A

N/A

More integrated bike facilities and
shared lane markers. Work with
nearby restaurants to incorporate
dining/seating.

N/A

None

N/A

More trees

5' is not wide enough for protected
bike lanes in a high demand area. 6.5
or 7' is preferred.
Intersections will be dangerous for
bicyclists due to poor visibility and no
protection against right turning
vehicles. Improvements to slow
turning drivers needed.
R st. intersection needs a better plan
for 2-way -> 1-way protected bike
lanes to link to 20th St. A protected
intersection solves the problem.
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Comment ID

What do you like about the
protected bike lanes?

How would you improve the
protected bike lanes?

What do you like about the
streetscape improvements?

67

I like the existence of physical curbs
to protect people on bikes from cars

I'm worried about conflicts between
bikers and people boarding busses at Always a fan of trees
the bus stops.

68

Cars are terrifying and I don’t want
them to run into me or my family.

Widen them please. Take care for
visibility for right turning vehicles.

69

That they are included and that they
are protected...huge and positive
change.

Nothing...plans work

70

Feeling of security

71

As a cyclist, they will make riding
They need to be wider, ideally 7ft
around safer and they will encourage
wide.
more people to take up cycling.

72

The fact that they exist

Use landscaping buffer

(1) Raise them up to sidewalk level.
The current setup shown in the
renderings makes it very difficult for
people in wheelchairs to access the
parking lane. It also makes loading
and unloading very challenging. (2) 5
feet is narrow for a one-way
protected bike lane. It would be much
better if they were, say, 7 feet wide.
You could get a little extra room by
narrowing one or two of the travel
lanes, since there's no reason for
three parallel 11-foot lanes.

Thank you for listening to the
community and making
improvements.

Now competitive with the outstanding
sidewalks on south Connecticut Ave
in Golden Triangle. Love the bioretention and the beauty that they
might become, similar to what Golden
Triangle has done.

Green area, tree shading, open
space

How would you improve the
streetscape improvements?

N/A

What do you like about the new
plaza design?

How would you improve the new
plaza design?

If you have any additional
comments, we would love to hear
from you.

I'm slightly worried about cars
Looks nice, good balance of walkable
speeding through the area. Perhaps N/A
space with greenery
some speed bumps?

Ensuring good sidewalk and crossing
Lots of trees
access for people w disabilities

You can’t have enough trees.
Consider some separated play space N/A
for kids.

Make sure, as I am sure is
happening, the Dupont BID is
engaged and hopefully they will
devote the resources to ongoing
management, like Golden Triangle
does.

1. I assume the farmer's market will
be able to operate every Sunday but
how about increasing the market to
multiple days during the week.
Dupont desperately needs more fresh
food options for the residents. 2.
Pending alternatives for buses and
cars on the two access streets next to
the Plaza, hopefully the entire area
between the store fronts will become
pedestrian only someday.

I assume the Dupont BID will be
managing the Plaza. If they are
successful, I hope that the BID will
take over the management of the 2acre Circle park as well, using Bryant
Park in Manhattan as a model. This
will require cooperation from the
National Park Service. Having both
the Plaza and Park under one active
management will be a HUGE step
forward for Dupont Circle and will be
truely world class.

Seating and shaded areas

More shading with trees

The Stormwater plans should be
integrated with the adjacent DuPont
Tree Plaza project proposed for the
are in front of PNC bank. Sending the
Stormwater underdrains from the
Connecticut Ave slip road to the DTP
would enhance both project designs
and improve both environmental
outcomes. Our engineer Rebecca
Stack with Designgreen will follow up
with details.

It makes it more green, it is makes
the space for pedestrians, it will
encourage more poeple to shop,
walk, and hang out.

The intersections remain the most
It should be completely car-free, and dangerous aspect of cycling, more
include a few tables an benches for
needs to be done to slow down
people to meet, work, study outside. drivers at intersections and give
cyclists an explicit right of way.

More trees

Increased green space is beautifying
N/A
and calming.

Everything...it is so very European in
feel, pedestrian friendly.

(1) The proposed pedestrian
conditions at Florida Ave/S Street are
a continuation of the horrible status
quo. For people walking on the south
side of Florida Ave or the north side
of S Street, you're making them take
They look nice, though honestly them
an extremely roundabout route just to
seem like an unnecessary waste of
cross one street. There should be
Looks fine
money. The deck-over is the part that
crosswalks on every component of
really matters.
the intersection. Also, this intersection
is generally too complicated, and
would be greatly improved by closing
either S Street or Florida Ave in that
immediate vicinity. (2) Create
dedicated bus lanes!

Add objects that glow different colors
at night, especially rainbow colors
I am extremely disappointed by the
(given the area's LGBT history). Look
lack of dedicated bus lanes.
for examples on Google Images and
you'll see what I mean... super cool!
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Comment ID

What do you like about the
protected bike lanes?

How would you improve the
protected bike lanes?

What do you like about the
streetscape improvements?

How would you improve the
streetscape improvements?

What do you like about the new
plaza design?

How would you improve the new
plaza design?

If you have any additional
comments, we would love to hear
from you.

73

It's harder for drivers to kill and main
me when I'm riding my bike.

Make them even more protected.

I like that there's more room for
Get rid of a lane of traffic on each
pedestrians and protected bike lanes. side and make them bus-only lanes.

N/A

N/A

N/A

74

Critically important

Recommend widening the lanes

Overall a nice design

Looks great

More bike racks

N/A

More shading with trees

The Stormwater plans should be
integrated with the adjacent DuPont
Tree Plaza project proposed for the
are in front of PNC bank. Sending the
Stormwater underdrains from the
Connecticut Ave slip road to the DTP
would enhance both project designs
and improve both environmental
outcomes. Our engineer Rebecca
Stack with Designgreen will follow up
with details.

N/A

75

Feeling of security

Use landscaping buffer

Green area, tree shading, open
space

76

If built, they will be a symbol of how
the loudest voices in the room often
get their way. I attended the most
recent public meeting in 2019 when
DDOT announced that proteced bike
lanes would not be part of the project.
About 6 or 8 disgruntled bike lane
supporters then shouted repetitively
the same few unconvincing points for
an extended period. The issue here is
roadway capacity. Even during the
pandemic, major strets like
Connecticut in Dupont are heighly
congested. A large part of the
congestion is delivery trucks such as
UPS, Fed Ex and US Post Office and
others such as Peapod and Safeways
delivery service. Protected bike lanes
are overwhelmiongly used just in rush
hours, meaing they are deserted
during the rest of the day. It's out of
proportion to give up this amount of
roadway capacity for such a tiny
amount of usage. On June 7, 2019,
The Washington Post ran an article

As described above, they should not
be included in this project. Another
point: I find it totally inexcusable that
any part of the DC government would
act in an opportunistic fashion to push
the latest trendy, "smart-growth"
ideas onto the public, because many
people are just pre-occupied with
dealing with the pandemic.

If you fill it up woth urban clutter, it will
never be used for "events". I am
deeply sympathetic to those who are
I like the sidewalk surface treatment.
homeless, but I can't help but note
More trees are always good. As to
By leaving as much public parking as
that this new space, with lots of
the other plantings, who will maintain possible.
benches will be attractive to tose less
them?
fortunate. This will make it unlikely to
become a place that a wide range of
the public will use, then.
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Expands the range of mobility options
Provide better connections to existing
for novice cyclists who are not
protected bike lanes and
Planting zones and trees
confident when mixed with
signalization.
automobiles.

More trees

Seating and shaded areas

I am worried about the proposed
green planter areas between the
I like the idea of covering the lower
bikeway and vehicular lanes. This is a
roadway and restoring at-grade
harsh condition and will be difficult for
conditions for people not cars.
anything to grow except for weeds.
Who will maintain?

I would go back and ask myself, what
is it to be used for? Dupont Circle
itself is a wonderful, large urban park,
very well-used. Is another one
needed so close by, just because it's
possible? If the space isn't going to
N/A
be programmed, then it won't be
much of a gain for the community. It
will need constantcare and
maintenance, somethin the DC
government is not good at.

The travels lanes appear to wide. The
planters appear too numerous. Who
will maintain and program the space?
How will the space be used and what
infrastructure has been incorporated
to support these activities (ie.: water,
power, lighting, etc.). I fear the space
is being designed in a vacuum by
roadway engineers and not skilled
landscape architects. We must
demand design excellence.
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CTAve Streetscape <ctavestreetscape@gmail.com>

Comment - Curbless Street
Mike Gifford <mgifford@rkk.com>
Sun, Nov 8, 2020 at 11:21 AM
To:
CTAve Streetscape <ctavestreetscape@gmail.com>
Cc: "wayne.wilson@dc.gov" <wayne.wilson@dc.gov>

Sorry for the confusion. Different options for the speed limit were considered, and based on a number of factors the
design has been based on a 25 mph posted speed. However, as the design continues to advance, we are continuing
discussions with all of the relevant teams at DDOT to provide the safest space for all users that also meets the design
standards and needs of the area. This may include revisiting posted speed limit, but is not expected to at this time.

I hope that helps clarify the answer. Please let us know if you have any further questions.

Thanks,
Mike

__________________________________

MICHAEL GIFFORD, P.E.
202.459.9048 D

Sent: Thursday, November 5, 2020 11:24 AM
To: CTAve Streetscape <ctavestreetscape@gmail.com>
Cc: Mike Gifford <mgifford@rkk.com>; wayne.wilson@dc.gov
Subject: Re: Comment - Curbless Street

Hi,

Thank you for getting back to me. Just to clarify, are you saying that different options for speed limits are being considered
or that they have been considered and 25 mph is still going to be the limit? Apologies it's just that the phrasing was a
bit confusing.

October 30, 2020
Wayne Wilson
Project manager
55 M Street, SE Suite 400
Washington, DC 20003
Mr. Wilson,
On behalf of the Washington Area Bicyclist Association and its 5,000 members in the
Washington Region, I am writing with comments on the 65% design for the Connecticut Avenue
Streetscape and Deckover project.
This project brings welcome improvements to the corridor including a new plaza, dozens of new
street trees, benches and bicycle parking. New sidewalks, more and wider pedestrian refuge
islands, and curb bump-outs will make Connecticut Avenue a safer and more pleasant place to
walk, especially for older pedestrians and people with disabilities. Many of the improvements
are accomplished by removing a travel lane, which will help calm traffic, reduce speeding, and
support a more pleasant and livable corridor.
We are deeply appreciative that DDOT responded so positively to community feedback after the
last public meeting and committed to adding protected bike lanes to this project, rather than at
a later date. Protected bike lanes from 20th Street NW to Columbia Road will fill a critical gap in
a part of the bicycle network already seeing steady ridership growth, help bring customers to
Connecticut Avenue businesses, and bridge the last-mile for transit riders. Thank you for
recognizing the importance of protected bike lanes to this project.
In response to the proposed 65% intermediate design, we have the following comments:
1. Bike lane width
Every protected bike lane standard and design guide published in the last 10 years agrees that a
5’ wide bike lane between raised curbs is the minimum acceptable width and generally not
recommended. Narrow protected bike lanes are far less comfortable to navigate at any speed.
The curbs leave little room to maneuver around debris, ice, or crossing pedestrians, and they are
harder to keep clean with motorized equipment. It is difficult for people traveling at different
speeds to safely or politely pass, and it is impossible to safely ride side by side with someone you
know. These limitations mean that a narrow protected bike lane has a capacity that is hundreds
of fewer bicyclists per hour than one just a few feet wider.

Every cross section presented shows three 11’ wide driving lanes in each direction on
Connecticut Avenue, a full foot wider than DDOT’s standard driving lane width. Rather than
create a bike lane to meet the bare minimum guidelines, we insist that DDOT find a way to
increase the protected bike lane width to at least 6.5’, but ideally 7’. This street design will be in
place for decades, so it should be done right to drive and sustain an increase in bicycling to and
through the corridor for decades to come.
2. Intersection design and preventing right hook crashes
Keeping people in the bike lanes safe from and visible to turning drivers is just as important as
the protective curbs mid-block. Despite promising two protected bicycle intersections in DC’s
2015 Vision Zero two year action plan, we note with frustration that DDOT has yet to deliver a
fully protected intersection. While a protected bicycle intersection requires more space in the
roadway and sidewalk, they are the best way to minimize conflicts and keep intersections safe.
DDOT should use this opportunity to implement a protected intersection in this chaotic corridor.
Without any elements of a protected intersection, this design sets up conflicts and crash
potential at multiple intersections due to limited visibility, unprotected bicycle movements, and
geometry that permits drivers to cut sharp right turns at speed.
Southbound at Florida Avenue, the bicyclists’ stop bar is far behind the vehicle stop bar,
requiring a driver to look back 120° and have visibility in a typical car’s blind spot to see the
bicyclist behind them. Without visibility, drivers will inevitably turn right, directly into the path
of a through-running bicyclist (a right hook crash). Also, due to the geometry, right turning
drivers are able to cut the corner through the bike lane and crosswalk, driving with wheels
against the curb to turn right on Florida Avenue. Not only can this turn be made at high speed,
which increases crash severity, but the geometry also puts an approaching bicyclist in the
driver’s blind spot until their paths intersect. Please find a way to move the bicycle stop bar
forward to a more visible location (or vehicle stop bars back) at intersections, especially at
Florida Ave (Southbound), S St (northbound) and R St (southbound).
To tighten up and slow
high speed right turns,
please look to guidance
from the National
Association of City
Transportation Officials on
Protected intersections,
Dedicated Intersections,
mountable corner wedges
from its report, Don’t Give
Up at the Intersection.

The red arrow shows the likely vehicle path with the proposed
design at Florida Ave. The green arrow shows the vehicle path if
two small raised corner islands are added to the design.

3. R Street Intersection and a safer bicycle transition
At the R Street intersection, every northbound bike lane user must transition from the west side
2-way protected bike lane over to the east side northbound bike lane. The intersection must
also facilitate northbound left bicycle turns on R and westbound R left bicycle turns onto
southbound Connecticut. The best solution is a protected bicycle intersection that protects
bicyclist movements and queuing behind curbs.
As proposed, the northbound transition requires a bicyclist to stop at two locations for the light
to change. First, at the southwest corner, bicyclists queue to cross Connecticut avenue south of
the crosswalk, which blocks the path of a bicyclist intending to turn left at R. Second, after
crossing Connecticut, the bicyclist waits in an exposed position in front of car traffic, before
crossing north and entering the bike lane.
Instead, we propose creating a protected intersection centered on the northwest corner of
Connecticut and R St (see sketch below). This design would put a protected bicycle queuing area
on the northwest corner of the intersection. Northbound bicyclists would wait for the first light
in the same location as the 65% plans, cross R St and queue in the new protected queue area,
then cross Connecticut ave on the north side of the intersection. Northbound bicyclists taking a
left on R would first cross to the north side of R, then turn left and enter the bike lane.
This design limits the time a bicyclist is unprotected and greatly reduces crash risk and level of
stress. It makes bicyclists and pedestrians more visible to turning drivers, and requires a driver
to make a much slower turn. Pedestrians benefit from shorter crossing distances, first crossing
the bike lane to a refuge island where they wait for the walk signal. Implementing this design
requires modifying curb positions and relocating the R St. bus stop further north, but there is
ample space to accomplish the design and no better time than a capital project.

Black lines indicate curb lines. White indicates pedestrian space
and crosswalks. Green lines indicate bicycle crossings.

4. Use a beveled or rounded curb design adjacent to the bike lane
Instead of the DDOT standard 6” 90° curb, please consider using a mountable or beveled curb
edge for curbs that face the bike lane. This curb type helps minimize the likelihood of pedal
strikes, which can contribute to serious bicyclist injury. 90° curbs are still preferred for the curb
face adjacent to parking and drive lanes.
5. Bus stop design
The proposed bus stop design, which raises the bike lane to sidewalk level in front of bus stops,
is a creative solution to the bus stop/protected bike lane crossover problem. For low ridership
protected bike lanes or low ridership bus lines, where interactions will be infrequent, the design
works well. Bicyclists yield the right of way to bus passengers. However, this solution fails at
busier bus stops and with higher bicycle volumes because interactions between the different
users increases, blocking the bike lanes entirely. Best practices for this situation call for a
“floating bus stop” which bends the bike lane behind the bus stop and provides a safe and more
predictable pedestrian crossing.
In the project area, the L1, L2, 42, and 43 lines run throughout a typical weekday, running 19
buses per hour in the peak direction. According to a WMATA 2017 service evaluation, an
average of 1,078 passengers boarded or alighted a bus on Connecticut Ave between Dupont
Circle and Columbia road each day at the 4 northbound stops and 1138 per day southbound. To
prevent inevitable conflicts, we request that DDOT investigate adding floating bus stop islands
to the busiest bus stops in the project corridor.
Due to the technical nature of our comments, we request a follow-up meeting to discuss these
concerns in greater detail. Please contact me at 202-656-3078 or garrett.hennigan@waba.org to
schedule a time. Thank you for your attention to our concerns,
Garrett Hennigan
WABA Community Organizer
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November 6, 2020

Wayne Wilson, DDOT Project Manager
55 M Street, SE
Suite 400
Washington, DC 20003
Sent by email attachment to wayne.wilson@dc.gov;
ctavestreetscape@gmail.com
RE: ANC 1C comments for Connecticut Ave Streetscape Project

Dear Mr. Wilson:
At a duly-noticed public meeting held on 11/4/2020, with a
quorum present and by a vote of 6-0-0, Advisory Neighborhood
Commission 1C expressed strong support for the following two
modifications to the proposed Connecticut Ave Streetscape
Project:
1. Narrow the width of the travel lanes south of California
Street.
2. Increase the width of the bike lanes from five feet to seven
feet.

Warm regards,

Amir Irani
Chairperson, ANC 1C

cc:

1

GOVERNMENT OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Dupont Circle Advisory Neighborhood Commission 2B
November 15, 2020
Mr. Wayne Wilson
Project Manager
District Department of Transportation
55 M Street SE, Suite 400
Washington, DC 20003
wayne.wilson@dc.gov
RE: Connecticut Avenue Streetscape and Deck-Over Project
Dear Mr. Wilson:
At its regular meeting on November 12, 2020, the Dupont Circle Advisory Neighborhood
Commission (“ANC 2B” or “Commission”) considered the above-referenced matter. With 8 of 8
Commissioners in attendance, a quorum at a duly-noticed public meeting, the Commission
approved the following resolution by a vote of (8-0-0):
Advisory Neighborhood Commission (ANC) 2B appreciates the opportunity to comment on the
65% design plans for the Connecticut Avenue Streetscape and Deck-Over Project following a
presentation of the design by the project team at the ANC’s October 2020 meeting. ANC 2B
continues to be excited by the streetscape and deck-over project and reaffirms our enthusiastic
support of the project.
ANC 2B appreciates that the project team has responded to community input on the project from
previous public meetings and is supportive of the re-inclusion of protected bike lanes along the
streetscape.
ANC 2B requests the following adjustments or continued considerations to the streetscape
portion of the project:
•
•
•
•

Reduce road lane widths to the minimum permissible for an arterial in order to support
expanded sidewalk space along the corridor,
Consider a design which fully separates protected bike lanes from bus loading zones,
such as through the utilization of floating bus stops at key locations,
Consider opportunities for expanded sidewalks and sidewalk cafes in areas along the
corridor through the reallocation of some metered parking, and
Continue allocating appropriate space for loading zones.
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ANC 2B requests the following adjustments or continued considerations to the deck-over portion
of the project:
•
•
•
•

Continue working closely with the Dupont Circle Business Improvement District (BID)
to ensure their future place management of the deck-over is set up for success with
provisions for utilities and other services in order to support their vision for the plaza,
Ensure adequate programmable space is available for large events on the plaza,
Continue exploring creative ways for the exhaust hole to be less damaging to the plaza’s
aesthetic, and
Consider shading elements which take up less plaza ground space than currently
proposed such as canopy poles.

ANC 2B also urges the District Department of Transportation (DDOT) to continue studying
potential traffic impacts of the deck-over portion of the project on 19th Street NW as well as
potential safety implications of curbless streets.
Commissioners Daniel Warwick (2B02@anc.dc.gov) and Randy Downs (2B05@anc.dc.gov) are
the Commission’s representatives in this matter.
ON BEHALF OF THE COMMISSION.
Sincerely,

Daniel Warwick
Chair
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